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ABSTRACT
The effect of metallurgical variables upon the thermo­
electric power of semimetallic Bi and semiconducting Bi-12Sb 
alloy is investigated* The effects of particle size and 
strain are investigated in Bi and Bi-12Sb alloy powder 
compacts and macrostructure (largely crystal orientation) in 
pure Bi chill cast and unidirectionally solidified ingots*
The thermoelectric power was found to be greater in the 
strained (as-compacted) samples which have a higher 
dislocation and vacancy concentration relative to the annealed 
couples* A theory is presented to account for the results 
which is based on the effect of defects on the band structures 
of the metals and also charge scattering* The thermoelectric 
power increased with decreased particle size in Bi powder 
compacts lAich is attributed to an n-type oxide impurity 
effect* The particle size was not significant in Bi-12Sb alloy, 
which is attributed to p-type Sb modifying the electrical 
characteristics of the oxide* Low thermoelectric powers 
obtained for chill cast and unidirectionally solidified Bi 
ingots are attributed to preferential orientation of the 
3-fold axes of the crystals approximately perpendicular to the 
longitudinal axes of the ingots.
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I INTRODUCTION
The present trend in the search for newer sources 
of power is away ftom the conventional heat-meehanieal- 
electrical energy cycle aikl towards direct energy conversion 
sources and techniques. Two of the earliest known sources 
of direct energy conversion are the thermoelectric Seebeck 
and Peltier effects (discovered in 1821 and 1834 respectively). 
The present state of knowledge and art of direct energy 
conversion precludes thermoelectric power generation or 
refrigeration ever attaining the efficiency of more 
conventional methods, The highest efficienqy for thermo­
electric power generation to date is a questionable 10$ 
compared to 40$ plus for conventional thermal power 
generation. This does not preclude however, a myriad of 
applications for thermoelectric power generation where 
simplicity, durability and maintenance-free operation 
outweigh the arguments of efficiency, A few of the 
applications under development are air conditioning systems 
for specialized equipment such as nuclear submarines, 
spot coolers for the electronic industry, and small wattage 
power generators for spacecraft and for use in isolated areas.
In view of the developments in thermoelectric power 
generation that appear forthcoming, a thorough investigation 
is required of all aspects of thermoelectricity. While much
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2.
is known thermodynamically and phenomenologically about the 
two inter-related thermoelectric phenomena (Peltier and 
Seebeck effects), little is actually known about the 
processes at the atomistic level and much is left to 
empiricism. This is because the quantum mechanical theory 
of charge transport and scattering processes in solids is 
not sufficiently advanced to permit unequivocal calculations 
of mean free paths and scattering cross sections. As a 
consequence, the interpretation of experiments designed to 
measure the above parameters is based largely on limited 
serai-classical theories and therefore subject to considerable 
uncertainty. Quoting two important contributors to thermo­
electric theory development, Heikes and Ure, on the subject 
of selection of materials and material properties, "It cannot 
be too strongly emphasized that the present state of solid 
state theory is inadequate to handle this problem. Only 
vague guidelines can be given and it is necessary to use a 
considerable amount of empiricism in the selection and 
improvement of materials," Apropos the above statement 
very little has been done to study the influence of the 
various metallurgical variables on the behaviour of thermo­
electric materials. Indeed, the oft-quoted answer to lack 
of agreement of data in the literature are these same 
metallurgical influences. It is important then, from both 
the theoretical and the more practical engineering points of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
view, to study the influence of such factors as grain boundaries, 
dislocations, general deformation, vacancies, grain size, 
preferred orientations, concentration gradients, and 
substructure on the thermoelectric phenomena.
The choice of bismuth and bismuth-antimopy systMis for 
the present investigation is based on the unusual electrical 
properties of these alloys, coincident with the relatively 
high values for their thermoelectric parameters. Thus it is 
hoped that even small variations due to metallurgical effects 
might be detected* Also, bismuth and bismuth-antimony alloys 
are basically sanimetals; however, upon proper selection of 
alloy content and temperature range they become semiconducting. 
Hence a study of this alloy ^sten may provide valuable 
information on the structure of partly degenerate electron 
states, which is the transition separating metals and semi­
conductors, Since the thermoelectric parameters are controlled 
by electron and hole motion, a study of the effect of 
metallurgical variables on thermoelectric phenomena should 
give some indication of their effect on electronic transport 
processes in general, and thus should be applicable to some 
extent in general semi-conductor theory.
In the present preliminary investigation, the effect of 
grain size, strain, annealing and casting procedure and their 
effect on the thermoelectric power, electrical resistivity, 
thermal conductivity and figure of merit will be studied. The 
experiments will include both pure bismuth and bismuth-12$ 
antimony samples.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
I I  H IS TO R IC A L  REVIEW
That antimony and bismuth are thermoelectric materials
is well known* In 1838, only four years after Peltier*s
discoveiy, Lenz created the first thermoelectric device
which alternately froze and melted a drop of water placed
at the junction of an antimony-hismuth couple.
Antimony and bismuth are semi-metals, that is, their
valence and conduction bands overlap slightly. The electrons
at the top of the normally filled valence band "spill over"
into the bottom of the conduction band which has less energy.
This leaves an equal number of free electrons and holes as
charge carriers. Both antimony and bismuth have a rhombohedral
crystal structure and display complete solid solubility in
each other. The rhombohedral structure may be looked upon
as a slight distortion from the face centred cubic lattice.
The rhombohedral representation of the f.c,o, lattice has as
a rhombohedral angle 60° while bismuth has 57° 1^ *2* and
antimony has 57°6,5** This small distortion from cubic
symmetry gives a surprisingly large anisotropy in electrical
and thermal properties.
In pure bismuth the electrons have a higher mobility and
its behaviour is predominately n-type. The opposite is true
(1)
for antimony whose behaviour is p-type* Jain and 
(2)
Tanuma independently discovered upon alloying bismuth
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with antimony that the energy overlap decreases with increasing 
antimony content. At 5^* antimony the overlap disappears 
and above 5$ an energy gap appears and the alloy becomes 
semi-conducting. This energy gap reaches a maximum of 
approximately 0,014 ev at 12$ Sb and then decreases, with 
the bands again overlapping at 40$ Sb, These values were
(3)
calculated from resistivity measurements using the relation
/O . ^  , % / k T
» (1)
where p  is the resistivity and Eg the energy gap. As this
relation is based on a rather ideal model (a paraboic two
band configuration), the values are only approximate. More
(4)
recently Brown and Heumann have shown that in the region 
12 to l6$ Sb the energy gap may be as high as 0,02? ev.
One of the band models used to describe the electrical
(5)properties of bismuth is that of Blount and Cohen , 
Essentially this model consists of two light effective mass 
bands (conduction and valence) with six symmetrically related 
positions in k-space and a heavy-hole band having two 
positions in k-space. In pure bismuth the upper light mass 
band (conduction band) overlaps the heavy hole band, thus 
the conduction is by equal numbers of electrons and holes.
Upon the addition of antimony the light mass conduction and 
valence bands begin to move upward relative to the heavy hole 
band thus decreasing the band overlap® At 3% antimory the 
bands no longer overlap and a forbidden energy gap is created.
* All concentrations are in atomic percent unless stated otherwise.
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Up to now the electrical conduction is mainly due to thermal 
excitation of electrons from the heavy hole to the conduction 
band. At approximately 7,2$ Sb, the energy gap between the 
conduction band and the heavy hole and light hole bands are 
equal. We would ejqpect that now conduction would be by 
equal numbers of thermally excited carriers from the light 
and heavy effective mass hole bands. However, due to the 
higher density of states of the heavy hole relative to the 
light hole band most of the carriers come from the heavy 
hole band below 300°K, The maximum energy gap is probably 
reached when the heavy hole band has moved low enough that 
the two valence bands contribute equally. Past the maximum 
energy gap the influence of the heavy hole band decreases 
until at 18$ Sb, conduction is by carriers from the light 
hole bands only. The conduction and light hole band 
separation is approximately constant, and this accounts for 
the leveling of the energy gap from 18 to 30$ antimoiy.
Above 18$ the band structure is uncertain. The electron 
Fermi energy for antimony is quite large ( /\, 0,1 ev) which 
means that the energy gap must diminish with increasing 
antimoiy content,
(6)
Jain and Koenig have recently made an extensive study 
of the nature of electrons and holes in pure bismutJi and 
conclude that there are three electron and one light hole 
ellipsoids, but they do not preclude the existence of a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
heavy hole band with a density up to 15$ of the light hole band.
The concentration range within which the alloys become
(7)
semiconducting are also the regions where Youdelis et al 
have shown that a magnetic field alters the segregation process
and which is proposed to be a diffusion inhibition effect.
(1)
Jain shows that Vegard’s law, which requires lattice 
parameter proportionality to alloy content, also takes on 
large sudden deviations in this region. Some connection 
between this and electrical properties is likely since energy 
level spacings depend on the unit cell dimensions.
There is much confusion in the literature about the nature 
of the band structure, electron and hole mobilities, effective 
masses and even carrier concentrations in bismuth and bismuth- 
antimory alloys. It is generally conceded, however, that for 
pure bismuth the ratio of the mobilities of electron to holes 
is approximately 10 in the direction parallel to the 3-fold 
axis and only 2 in a direction perpendicular. This anisotropy 
in the mobility ratio creates a large anisotropy in the Seebeck 
coefficient as we shall see later. The anisotropy in resistivity 
is not great however. For alloys less than 5^ Sb the 
temperature dependence of the resistivity is metallic in 
behaviour. The 12$ Sb alloys exhibit typical intrinsic 
semiconductor behaviour at very low temperatures, approaching 
metallic behaviour at about 125°K.
Generally the thermal conductivity may be written as
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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K = Kl + Kg (2)
where the subscripts L and £ refer to lattice and electronic
contributions respectively. Normally in semiconductors 
Kj^  »  Kp, however in pure bismuth the electronic conduction
is considerable. The total electronic component is made
up of three terms: 1) contributions by electrons; 2 )
contributions by holes; 3 ) transport of heat due to bipolar 
diffusion thus
= kg + k^ + k ^  (3)
The third term may be looked upon as the transport of the
heat of formation of electron-hole pairs,
(8 ) (9)
Smith and Wolfe and Tanuma investigated the low
tamperature thermoelectric power of Sb-Bi alloys. Due to
the difference in carrier mobility ratios, the Seebeck
coefficient ( *( ) is also anisotropic with the largest value
measured when the current flow is parallel to the three-fold
axis. For example, in the 12$ Sb alloy » -l60 yu.V/°C
and was only -12^/°C at 80°K, The Seebeck coefficient
is Mughly independent of temperature for semi-metallic
alloys, and increases with decreasing temperature for
semiconducting alloys,
2
The figure of merit, Z = , also increases for all
/Ok
alloys with decreasing temperature to a maximum around 80 K,
(8)
The values measured by Saith and Wblfe were the largest 
measured to date, however the index of efficiency (ZT) was
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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still only about 0,5* The large anisotropy of the figure of
merit is the result of the accumulative anisotropies of yO , k
and 0( • Smith and Wolfe also show that the figure of merit
is nearly constant for alloys containing from 3 to l6$ Sb,
which is valuable from an engineering point of view.
(10)
Wolfe and Smith also studied the effect of a 
magnetic field on the low temperature Seebeck effect. They 
found that a 12$ Sb alloy had maximum figure of merit of 
8.5 X 10“^/°K at 100°K® This dramatic increase in Z is due 
to an increase in 0( and a decrease in k. The resistivity
(6,11)
increases due to the well known magnetoresistance effect.
The Lorentz force responsible for magnetoresistance
decreases the electron and hole contribution to the thermal
conductivity and k approaches the fixed lattice contribution
k^. The magnetic enhancement of the Seebeck coefficient
is not well understood. Part of the effect is attributed
to the so-called transverse-transverse effect. The transverse
magnetic field creates an Ettingshausen temperature gradient
perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the current
direction® This Ettingshausen temperature gradient creates
a Nernst voltage which adds to the Seebeck voltage.
(12)
Ertl et al confirm this theory by illustrating that o( 
depends on the length/width ratio. These thermomagnetie
(13,14)
effects are discussed further ty Goldsmid.
(15)
Wolfe and Smith working with bisrauth-antimony alloys
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have experimentally verified the Kelvin relation in a 
magnetic field.
(8,9)
Other than the effect of solid substitutional alloying
very little work has been done on the effect of metallurgical
(10)
variables on thermoelectricity in Bi-Sb alloys. Tanuma
has worked with polycrystalline samples but has not considered
(4)
any grain size effect. Brown and Heomann show that the 
energy gap of the semiconducting alloys may be sensitive to 
the substructures present in single crystals.
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Ill THEORY
A. Thermoelectric Theory
(a) Thermodynamic %proach
Three reversible thermoelectric effects are known 
experimentally excluding those in the presence of a magnetic 
field. These are the Seebeck, Peltier, and Thomson effects. 
Seebeck Effect
Consider the open circuit of figure 1 consisting of two 
homogeneous conducting materials, a and b, whose junctions 
are at differing temperatures, T^ and T^ (T^> T^). A 
potential difference V . , known as the thermoelectric eraf or
&D
the Seebeck potential, is noted across the ends of the circuit 
which are isothermal. We may define the differential Seebeck 
coefficient* as
, (4)
ATVO a t  dT 
whereAT = (T^ - Tq ) and d^ends only on temperature 
and on the materials of lAioh the circuit is composed.
If the circuit of figure i is closed, a current will flow 
accompanied by the Peltier and Thomson effects. The sign 
convention normally adopted denotes the conductor to ;Aich the 
current flows across the hot junction as positive and the 
other conductor as negative® Hence a current flowing from 
right to left in figure 1 yields and material a
positive with respect to material b® (Note: may be
♦also known as the thermoelectric power or thermal emf coefficient®
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Tenq}.
T
►  X
a b a
Yab
Figure 1, The Seebeck Effect.
Q % b
Figure 2. The Peltier Effect.
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looked upon as positive if current flows from a to b at the 
cold junction. ) It should also be noted that *
Peltier Effect
Consider the circuit of figure 2. It has been 
established that heat is generated or absorbed at the junction 
of the two homogeneous conductors, a and b, depending on 
the direction of the current I. Ihis heat, known as the 
Peltier heat , has been found to be directly proportional 
to the current hence we may define the Peltier coefficient as
(5)
where like the Seebeck coefficient depends only on 
tmiperature and on the materials a and b«
Ihe sign convention adopted here denotes I as positive 
if the current flows from a to b at the jinction of interest 
for Qx > 0, which implies that heat is absorbed by the system 
at the junction (ie. cooling occurs). Note that = “^ba 
and •
Thomson Effect
Thomson predicted theoretically that Üie passage of a
current through a conductor with a thermal gradient ^  would
dx
lead to the reversible generation or absorption of heat. This
heat, known as the Thomson heat Q, , is proportional to the
current and the thermal gradient, ie.
Q% ss tl ^  dx , (6)
dx
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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so that T  = 11m , (7 )
AT*>0 I A T
and is known as the Thomson coefficient. The Thomson coefficient
is also a function of temperature and may be either positive
or negative. Note however that it is a function of one material
only as opposed to 0( , and TT . ®
ab ab
The Kelvin Relations
As mentioned previously when the circuit of figure 1 is 
closed all three thermoelectric phenomena occur simultaneously 
and reversibly. However, in conjunction with these reversible 
effects, two irreversible phenomena occur: Joule heating and
thermal conduction. The rate at which Joule heat is generated 
qj is given by
<lj * . (8 )
where /o is the resistivity and J is the current density. The 
rate at which heat is conducted across a unit surface is 
given by q^ = -K V T  , (9)
where K is the thermal conductance.
These two irreversible effects prevent a rigorous 
treatment by classical thermodynamics * However the treatment 
by Thomson in ^ diich he assumes that the reversible effects 
may be treated independently has withstood the test of 
experiment and the more rigorous irreversible thermodynamic 
treatment.
Thomson's derivation repeated below is taken largely from
(19) ( 3) (16) (15)
Burshteyn , Goldsmid , Ioffe , and Heikes and Ure .
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Consider the circuit of figure 3 first at equilibrium, and
let equilibrium be disturbed an infinitesimal amount so that
the infinitesimal amount of charge éq flows around the
circuit in a quasistatical (reversible) manner. The first
law of thermodynamics states
iU = fQ + 5W , (10)
where U is the change in internal energy of the system,
^ Q is the heat added to the system and f W is the work
done on the system. The law of conservation of energy states
f U = 0 and clearly f W = fqV . * We must now evaluate S Q.
ab
To raise the t«aperature of the charge carriers as they
*
move from Tq to Tj, it is necessary to add heat 
Sq t.lT ,
(U)
and conversely for current flow along b there is a loss of 
heat
Sq V
JTj . (12)
At the junction of a and b at T^, the amount of heat evolved 
due to the Peltier effect is
-fqTT^bdl) , (D)
and at junction b and a at Tq
Therefore knowing
> 0
*In this manner T  may be looked upon as the "specific heat" of 
electricily in different conductors as suggested hy Thomson himself.
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At this point the derivation is exact. However, due to the 
aforementioned irreversible effects, it is not possible to 
invoke the second law of thermodynamics, ie* that the total 
change of entropy around a closed circuit is zero. Since no 
relationships between the reversible and irreversible effects 
were known, Thomson made the assumption that the reversible 
effects could be treated independently.
Hence
= T W T i ^  - TT.y(To) ' ° (1*)
Tj Tq T
Differentiating (15) and (16) with respect to Tj^ , and setting 
Tj s T, then from (15)
dVab TTab + r  - r ,  , (17)
dT dT a b
and from (l6 )
d ^TTabj + dT = 0 . (18)
Equation (17) yields
- T y  ' (19)
dT
and putting (19) into (18) and rearranging yields
TTab = (%ab ? * (%0)
and = Ta “ ^ b
dT T
which are Kelvin’s Relations.
(21)
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With the development of the Onsager reciprocal relations,
Kelvin's assumption has been validated and his relations
derived more rigourously.
From the development of the Kelvin relations it seems
probable that purely thermodÿn&mic considerations should
allow the determination of the actual value of the Seebeck
coefficient, 0( . Following a treatment by loffe^
consider a junction between two conductors passing a number
of electrons dn at a slow rate such that the current J is
very small and reversible conditions persist. Also consider
the temperature T of the circuit constant. Ey the second
law of thermodynamics the heat generated at the junction is
dQ = TdS = T(Si - Sgldn ,
where and S2 refer to the entropy per electron in material
1 and 2 respectively. Since T^T = Q* (22)
"j”
we have dQ = TT^g^dn , (23)
and therefore - Sg = , (24)
T
Due to irreversible considerations the flow of entropy f>om 
one conductor to the other is not equal to the difference of 
entropies of 1 coulomb of electricity in the respective 
conductors. The above equation is therefore only approximate 
and Ioffe notes that the calculation of the exact value of 
0( requires knowledge of the mechanism of electron transfer*
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure of Merit
In the search for thermoelectric materials it is
desirable to define some parameter which reflect a material's
usefulness. Considering the Peltier couple of figure 2 ,
the rate of heat absorption at the cold junction consists
of the Peltier heat, the Joule heat and the heat by thermal
( 3 )
conduction and is given by
Q = T I - “ K A T  , (25)
where T is the mean absolute temperature, I is the current,
R is tile total resistance and K is the total thermal conductance. 
Ihe power supplied to the couple is needed to balance the 
Seebeck voltage generated by the temperature difference 
between the junctions and to overcome the resistance of the 
branches and is given by W = 0(^^ATI + I^R . (26)
The coefficient of performance for refrigeration is
k a tgiven by 4) = & =  CX.^TI - &I^R -
W - 2 2 -----------5---  , (27)
« a b ^ T I +  r R
neglecting at present the Thomson effect.
The values of R and K are not independent (both depending 
on length of axis ) and it may be shown^  ^that ^  reaches
a maximum idien the following condition is met
hS, I 0 -A  \  1/2' -b  JEM  (as,
\ % K  I
where A is the cross-sectional area, 1 is the length. O’ is 
the electrical conductivity and k is the thermal conductivity.
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2
Hence KR V 2  + /k>,\ 1/2) ,
(29)(»i
and substituting (29) into (2?) and differentiating with 
respect to IR yields the optimum current for a specific 
temperature difference as
(IR)
opt "
Jl + ZÎ'- 1 (30)
Substituting this value into (27) yields
* TfJl + 1) _ 1
Tin Z ¥ T f r  2 • (31)
The term Z given by
is a figure of merit for the thermocouple since the
coefficient of performance rises with increasing Z.
The figure of merit may be written for a single
2
material as Z = Ot (33)
p k
If the values of the parameters of Z are taken as the mean 
then it may be shown that the Thomson effect is taken into 
account. Note also that the product ZT actually detemines 
the efficiency. For this reason ZT is called the index of 
efficiency.
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SemiconductorMetal
Figure 4. A metal— n-type semiconductor junction shoHing terms used 
in the expression for Peltier coefficient.
Figure 3. Thermoelectric circuit for derivation of the Kelvin 
Relations.
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(b) Quantum i^proach
The most general expressions for the Peltier and Seebeck
coefficients based on quantom<4cinetic considerations are
(15)
given in treatments by Ure and Ioffe, Consider a metal —
n-type semiconductor junction shown in figure 4. A 
consideration of the contact potential and Gibbs» thermodynamic 
potential requires that the Fermi levels equilibrate under 
conditions of no current flow* The average energy of a transported 
electron differs between the metal and the semiconductor; hence 
an electron crossing the junction will release or absorb heat 
depending on the current direction*
Under conditions of current flow the Fermi level 
relative to vacuum as the reference state is given by
Ep = ^  = (34)
(taking the electrochemical potential as a chemical and an 
electrical part respectively)* Energy gained or lost due to 
changes in the Fermi level with position, such as discontinuities 
across the junction, are derived from the applied electric 
field and are not involved in the Peltier heat. Denoting AE^ 
as the average energy of a transported electron in the semi­
conductor as measured from the bottom of the conduction band, 
and AE^ as the average energy of a transported electron in 
a metal relative to the Fermi level, we have as the average 
Peltier heat per electron ( AE^ - E^ - AE^), where E^ is the 
energy of the Fermi level measured relative to the edge of 
the conduction band* Hence the Peltier coefficient, the
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energy absorbed per unit time divided the current, for 
the metal semiconductor junction is given as
TT„s = 1  ( a E^ - E^ - AE^) , (35)
6
or the absolute Peltier coefficient for the semiconductor
only as T T s - k T ( S - J )  , (36)
e
where
d = AE.^ and f = E^
kT kT
The value of AE^ may be calculated hy taking the average
value of E weighted by the factor E T(E)N(E)f(E), which
gives the contribution of electrons of energy E to the mobility.
AE* = .[e ^(E)E^^^ dE , (37)
-E/kT 
e dE
where T(E), N(E), and f(E) are respectively the relaxation
time, density, and probability distribution function for the
(15)
electron. Using for the relaxation time the expression 
T(E) a J (T)E® , 
where S is a constant usually between -2 and +2 and ^ (T) is 
a function of temperature only, we have performing the 
integration in (37)
AE^ = kT(5/2 + S) , 
or 5  « 5/2 + S (38)
It is important to note that AE.^ ., and hence Tf , depends 
on the energy dependence of TT and not on its magnitude.
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Using the same convention as for n-type semiconductors, 
ie, the Fermi energy is measured from the bottom of the 
conduction band, it follows that the Peltier coefficient 
for a p-type semiconductor is
Tr=kT(<Tp+Jg+f) ,
6
where Te = Eg
kT . (39)
If different scattering mechanisms occur, S may be different 
for electrons and holes.
In mixed samiconductors (electron and hole conduction) 
the fraction of the current carried by holes is
+ n y 6 ) or p/(p + nb) where p is the concentration 
of holes, n is the concentration of electrons, and 
are the hole and electron mobilities respectively, and 
b , Hence it follows from (36) and (39) that
In the intrinsic case, tdiere n a p ,  (40) becomes
1 + b 2 “n
where lOp and m^ are the effective masses of the holes and 
electrons respectively.
Consider now the transport processes that give rise to 
the Seebeck effect in an n-lype semiconductor having a 
temperature gradient, Sin@e the electron concentration is
(40)
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very temperature dependent, both the concentration and 
velocity of the electrons will be higher in the hot end.
The diffusion of electrons down the temperature and velocity 
gradients transfers a net negative charge to the cold end 
creating a potential difference between the ends. This 
potential retards fhrther electron diffusion and in the 
steady state the diffusion flux is equal to the reverse 
flux due to the field. The number of electrons going both 
ways are equal, however the electrons diffusing from the hot 
end have higher velocities and hence transfer heat without 
simultaneously affecting the charge distribution.
If we now consider a perfectly intrinsic semiconductor, 
in which all the charge carriers are thermally excited, we 
will have an equal number of electrons and holes. If the 
mobilities of electrons and holes are equal, no thermal emf 
is produced since no net charge accumulation occurs because 
equal numbers of electrons and holes are transported. When 
conduction is by electrons and holes, a thermal emf can be 
created only if the concentrations of electrons and holes 
are unequal or if their mobilities differ. For unequal 
carrier concentrations the situation similar to that discussed 
above. For the case of unequal carrier mobilities, the 
carriers with the higher mobility move down the gradients 
more quickly. However upon becoming separated from the 
carriers of opposite sign a space charge is set up thereby
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retarding the carrier of high mobility and accelerating the
other. In the steady state the electric field created by
the thermoelectric potential causes the electron hole pair
to diffuse with equal velocities.
(16)
Ioffe shows that a thermal gradient may create a
diffusion flux of charge carriers in two ways. First the
concentration of free charge carriers n is a function of
temperature T, hence a concentration gradient èn is
dx
created. Second the diffhsivity D may depend on the kinetic
energy £ or velocity V of the diffusion transported carriers.
The gradient dP leads to a diffusion current since 3T 
"3T ax
implies , If is positive, the carriers will
"3% ÔX
accumulate at the cold end creating a field £  ^  • A < 0
ax
causes charge carriers to accumulate at the hot end and the
sign of f’jj and reverses.
The equilibrium condition for non-degenerate single sign
carriers may be written
6 un = D èn + n à D , (41)
dx dx
where u is the carrier mobility.
Considering first the effect of variable D only, ie,
n = constant and D = f(T) = F(&), we have
£  un s n dP = n 5 P àé
^ dx ae dx , (42)
Using the Einstein relation u s e
P kT
yields 4 ^ d x =  J&P
d€ eP ae . (43)
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Expressing D as f(T) we have from classical considerations 
" V
for the relaxation time, where 1 is the mean free path. The 
mean free path depends on C , and the relationship varies 
depending on the scattering mechanism. It may be e3q>ressed
empirically 1 cC£^, thus
u(6 )oC 'C cC £ 
where £ cC T •
- rf&
Thus D oC uT cC £  ,
which gives 1 èP = r + ?
P"ac €  . (44)
Thus the partial Seebeck coefficient is given by
^  ® k (ï* + i) (45)
^ ^ dT e
Consider now the variation of concentration only, ie*
P = constant and n = f(T). Thus
^un » P 3 n = P è n àT
3x "àT dx , (46)
and the resulting concentration component of the Seebeck
coefficient is
^ n  s £ dx ss kT à In n
dT e a T . (47)
The effect of temperature dependence on the contact
potential is given by = - 2^
(16) , , ’ X
where = -k ( 3  - T din n \
? T  U  ^  Ô T  / . (48)
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Therefore 0(m = ^ 6  = k / 3 +  Ji. - T àln n i
^ " T r  ê l2 %  3 T  j (49)
Both the expressions o<^ and 0(^  have expressions involving
the temperature dependence of the charge carriers* Thus the
total Seebeck coefficient
0( = 0(^+0/ + 0(4 = k / r  + 2 +
D n e \ kT'
Letting and using the sign convention of figure 4, we
have ^  = k / r  + 2 + E-\
® icT '
0< = k (r + 2 + ^ )  . (50)
The Seebeck coefficient, o(, is negative if the carriers are 
electrons or positive if holes. Note that the temperature 
dependence of carrier concentration drops out in the final 
expression. This ioq>lies that the potential difference 
created by the charge carrier gradient is cancelled by the 
difference of contact potential at the boundaries. The 
concentration appears only in the chemical potential as In n. 
The above conclusion is borne out by e:qperiment on semi­
conductors whose carrier concentration remains constant over 
a temperature range. Note the similarity between equations 
(36) and (50) remanbering IT = 0( T,
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B. Measurements
The e3q>erimental method chosen for this investigation
(17)
was first proposed by Harman and later elaborated upon by
(18)
Harman, Cahn and Logan . Basically the method is as 
follows.
If a direct current. I, is passed through a thermo­
electric material, the Peltier heat absorbed or released is 
given by q = TT I,
or q s= TI ,
from Kelvin's first relation. The temperature gradient
created by the Peltier effect is opposed by thermal conduction
given by Fourier's equation for one dimension as
q = -kA dT
dx *
where k is the thermal conductivity and A is the cross-
sectional area of the sample. At steady state the opposing
effects are equal and
TI s k ATA
L , (51)
idiere L denotes the sample length* Therefore k may be
calculated provided that 0( is known.
The voltage drop across the sample, is the algebraic
sum of the thermoelectric voltage, , and the resistive
voltage, Vy» * by a separate measurement the electrical
resistivity,/O , may be found. Subtracting out the resistive
voltage from the total makes the calculation of the Seebeck
coefficient possible* Knowing yO , k and , Z is easily
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calculated. However, Z can be calculated more directly for
2
by combining Z = 0(
P k
with 0( = (52)
A T
p  = (53)
IL
and k = Of IT L (54)
AT A *
gives Z = ^  , (55)
V ^ T
where T is the mean absolute tauperature.
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IV PROCEDÜEE
A. Sample Preparation
The materials used in this investigation were 69 
*
Grade bismuth and antimony shot supplied by Cominco Ltd., 
Montreal, P.Q.. Since it is of utmost importance only to 
prevent metallic contamination, all melts were made in 
P3rrex crucibles in air. The melts remained bright throughout 
the casting procedure and could not be told from earlier 
castings under argon atmosphere. It is believed that little 
oxide formed since the melts were taken only slightly above 
their melting points.
Six types of pure bismuth samples were prepared; chill 
cast, unidirectionally solidified, fine and coarse grain­
sized compacts. In the alloy section fine and coarse 
compacts were prepared. Chill cast ingots were prepared 
in split copper chill molds $ inch in diameter by 2|- inches 
in length. Unidirectional ingots were prepared in pyrex 
tubes cooled from one end with water. Powder for the 
preparation of pure bismuth compacts was collected from the 
swarf of filed chill cast ingots. Powder for the preparation 
of alloy compacts was collected from the swarf of 12 at.# 
nominal Bi-Sb ingots. These ingots were prepared by 
fairly rapid unidirectional solidification (approximately 
i|- to 2 inches per minute) which gives a uniform concentration 
of the mwjnal solute content in the center portions of the
* 99,9999# pure with respect to metallic impurities.
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(21)
ingot. The ends were discarded. To give a variation in
powder sizes, fine and coarse files were used. Ideally,
screening would give the greatest difference in powder sizes,
however the screens available were used and it was feared
they might contaminate the powder. The screen analyses of
left-over swarf is given in table I, The powder samples
were compacted at 15 tons load in a mold of surface dimensions
0.500 X 1,250 inches giving a compaction pressure of
approximately 48,000 psi. For both the pure bismuth and
alloy compacted samples, one half of each grain size was
o
annealed (sintered) for 5 minutes at 220 C. It was found
that grain growth was very rapid in these pure samples hence
the short annealing time. The principal reason for the
anneal was stress-relief.
The samples cut into shape (cylindrical for the cast and
rectangular for the compacts) using a jeweler's saw with
a No. 2 blade followed by light lapping and a final etch in
a 50# HNO^ solution, Laue back reflections of single crystals
shaped in this manner were quite satisfactory. The ideal
(22)
method for shaping is, however, spark erosion.
Macrophotographs of a typical chill cast ingot cross 
section and a typical unidirectionally solidified ingot showing 
electrical attachments are given in figures 7 and 8 respectively. 
Figures 9 and 10 show micrographs of typical as-compacted and 
annealed samples respectively.
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Material
Bi-12Sb
Alloy
Bi-12Sb
Alloy
Bi
Bi
Tÿler Opening Wt,
Mesh in mm
+100 0,149 3,37
+150 0,105 9.61
+200 0,074 22.21
+250 0,063 15.12
+325 0.044 21.50
.325 0,044 28,19
+100 0,149 57.55
+150 0,105 15.76
+200 0,074 10.33
+250 0,063 4.74
+325 0,044 4.65
-325 0.044 6.98
+100 0,149 5.28
+150 0,105 13.61
+200 0.074 19,39
+250 0.067 13.58
+325 0.044 19.73
-325 0.044 28.40
+100 0,149 55.68
+150 0,105 18,78
+200 0,074 10,28
+250 0.067 4.51
+325 0,044 4,52
-325 0,044 6,23
Comment
Fine particle size, 
Samle wt, 2,5346 gm, 
8?5o by wt, less 
than 74 microns.
Coarse particle size, 
Sanple wt, 5.2627 gm, 
84# by wt. larger 
than 74 microns.
Fine particle size. 
Samle wt, 13,3776 gm, 
8I56 hy wt, less 
than 105 microns.
Coarse particle size,
Samle wt, 23.6805 gm.
75/6 larger than 
105 microns.
Table I, Screen analysis for powder compacts. Note that
materials screened were samples only and were not 
used in the compacts, and also that percentages 
quoted are not cumulative by indicate amount 
retained by particular screen size.
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B. Measurement of Resistivity
The electrical resistivity is usually determined hy a 
null d.c. method for most materials* The potential difference 
across a sample is measured and knowing the current and 
specimen dimensions, the resistivity is easily calculated.
Any effects due to symmetry or Seebeck emf's due to a thermal 
gradient are eliminated by reversing the polarity and averaging 
the voltage readings. However in a thermoelectric material 
the Peltier effect creates a tenperature gradient which in turn 
creates a Seebeck potential. The Peltier effect (hence the 
temperature gradient) is reversible with current direction 
and usually the voltage cannot be taken quickly enough before 
the temperature gradient becomes altered upon changing polarity. 
The obvious solution is some sort of a.o. measuring circuit.
In this investigation the isolating comparator circuit
(23)
of Dauphinee and Mooser is utilized as shown in figure 5 • 
The choppers may be visualized as double pole, double throw 
switches with some method of rapid switching. Consider a 
current Ï*" to be flowing with the switches thrown as in 
figure 5* The capacitor charges to the potential across 
the variable resistor while Cg charges to the potential 
across the sample Vg^, The choppers are so synchronized that 
as chopper 3 changes polarity, chopper 1 switches from the 
resistor to the sample and chopper 2 switches from the sample
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Ammeter
Chopper 3
Sample
Chopper 1
Chopper 2
Figure 5, The isolating comparator circuit for measurement 
of resistivity.
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to the resistor. Capacitor 1, charged to V^, will now charge
or discharge to voltage -Vg” and C£ charges or discharges from
Vg^ to Hence the result of any imbalance is, upon a
chopper frequency of 30 cps or so, a pulsing direct current
through the galvanometer G, The variable resistor is simply
set to yield a null on the galvanometer and then V- = V_ and
it s
the sample resistance is read directly off the variable resistor. 
If a small temperature gradient should exist its signal would 
be essentially d,c, and could exist only until blocking 
capacitor C^ was charged.
Choppers 1 and 2 are adjusted to a break-beforennake cycle 
(40# make) so that capacitors Cj^  and Cg would be at their 
equilibrium values before and after switching. The square 
wave generating chopper 3 is adjusted to a make-before-break 
cycle (55# make) with the 40Ji. resistor limiting the current 
when the contacts are shorted. It is very important that 
choppers 1 and 2 are disconnected before chopper 3 changés 
the polarity. The synchronization was determined using a twin 
beam oscilloscope and a multimeter following the procedure in 
the chopper operating manual. Capacitors C^, Cg, and C^ 
were 80 ytf to ensure a small time constant.
The galvanometer used is a Leeds and Northrup D.C. Null 
Indicator catalogue 9834, The maximum sensitivity of 
anproxiraately 0,10 /tV/mm was used.
The Guildline Instruments Ltd, type 9744.mechanical chopper,
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serial 2?,716, having 4 dpdt switches is based on the design
(24)
of Dauphinee and Woods, The thermal noise emf generated
is stated to be less than 0,02 ^ v. The chopper is driven by
a Bodine XCY-26, B-8130E, 1800 RPM electric motor via an
0-ring belt drive. The chopper frequency of 37& cps gives
beats with the harmonics of the mains frequency which are
too rapid to affect the n a U  meter.
The variable resistor is a Guildline Instruments Ltd,
design type 9801-T, serial 28,568, This resistor is of true
4-terminal design and therefore switch contact resistances
have no effect on small readings, A thermostated heater
keeps the manganim resistors at 30°C 1 0,1°C which keeps
temperature errors to approximately - 0,5 p^« With the last
5 of the 7 dials shunted to 1000-o- readings from 10“^ to 10 -^ft.
with a resolution of 0,001-rt. are obtained* For this
investigation the resistor was shunted to 1 giving a range of 
-6
10 to 1-R. with a resolution of 1 and accuracy better than 
0,001# of the absolute resistance. Thus with this apparatus 
the way is opened for making precise resistance measurements 
over the range of 10“^ to 10^ ohms, making it ideal for future 
semiconductor work. Another feature of this apparatus is that 
the addition of another probe makes possible Hall coefficient 
measurements over an extended range.
Solid untinned copper wire was used throughout the circuit 
to keep it neutral. All of the components of the circuit
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including the specimen chamber were brought to a common 
ground and all the exposed wiring was shielded with braided 
cable. The probes to the sample were the copper leads of 
the copper-constantan thermocouples.
In operation a resolution of 1 was easily obtained 
using a current of 100 to 200 ma. The results were 
reproducible over periods of several weeks and readings 
were unaffected by current or chopper rotation directions.
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C. Experimental Apparatus
The circuit diagram for the measurement of the thermo­
electric power o( and the thermal conductivity k is shown in 
figure 6. The sample is suspended from its lead wires in a 
cylindrical brass specimen chamber. The six required wires, 
two circuit leads and two thermocouples, are passed through 
ceramic, vacuum-tight plugs. The lid to the specimen chamber 
is 0-ringed and the chamber is evacuated by a mechanical 
vacuum pump to approximately 10 to 10”^ torr which eliminates 
any convective heat transfer within the chamber. The 30-guage 
copper current leads and 40-guage copper-constantan thermo­
couples, which keep thermal conduction away from the sample 
to a minimum, are attached in a manner to be described later. 
The entire chamber is surrounded by a water jacket which 
allows a change in the ambient temperature if required.
The reference junction for the thermocouples is on 
insulated dewar flask filled with a shaved ice-water bath.
The thermocouples are pressure contacted to 22 guage varnished, 
untinned, solid copper wires which lead to the potentiometer. 
The junctions are inside pyrex tubes filled with mineral oil 
and each junction is completely electrically insulated from 
the others. This arrangement gives an extremely stable 
reference.
Switches 2,3,4, and 5 are Guildline Instruments Ltd,
Type 9145A Selector Switch, serials 29,730 and 29,731,
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Potentiometer
e-
e - e -
X N
CuCuCu
Ammeter
OnOn Cu
- A A A / ^
standard
ResistorSample
Figure 6* Circuit diagram of apparatus to measure thermoelectric 
power and thermal conductivity.
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These switches are specially constructed with self-wiping 
gold contacts with each complete unit mounted in a solid 
aluminum block to minimize temperature gradients. The 
maximum generation of thermal emf's is less than 0.01yu.V.
All the wiring throughout the measuring portion of the circuit 
is varnished, untinned, solid 22 guage copper wire. All the 
wiring is shielded with braided copper mesh which is grounded 
to the negative binding post of the potentiometer. ALL the 
various components; ice bath, switches, standard resistor, 
and specimen chamber were grounded in a like manner.
The resistor used to determine the current is a Guildline 
Instruments Ltd. %ype 9221 1 JL standard resistor. The stated 
accuracy is to* 03$ at the maximum rated current of 3 amps at 
25°C. A check with the isolating comparator apparatus showed 
the accuracy to be substantially better than this.
The potentiometer facility is a Leeds and Northrup 7555 
Type k-5, serial 1721851, using an Eppley standard cell, 
serial 809725. On the scale used (0.016 volts) the resolution 
is O.OlytV. The limit of error is quoted as to. 003$ of reading 
plus 0.1/tV.
The power supply used is four 6V storage batterys 
connected in parallel, A trickle charge was applied at all 
times. This arrangement gave a stable current.
A photograph of the experimental apparatus is shown in 
figure 11,
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Figure 7*Photoiracpoerapbof chill cast ingot cross-section x 
Etch 50% HMO5*
Figure &Phntonaororraphof unidireotion&lly solidified specimen 
showing electrical connections® x 5,
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Figure 9*F cto Icpof-raior of typical as-compacted sample (P 7a) 
90 X mag. Etch. 50% HNO3.
Figure lO.photonii
sample (P 6c)
of tsnpicai annealed compacted 
180 X mag. Etch 50% HNO3.
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Figure 11» Photograph of experimental apparatus.
Figure 12®photor;:lcro^--rfrchof eutectic-gold foil bond for 
electrical and thermal contacts» The gold foil 
is /w 0*003 inch thick* Mag* 400 x* Etch 50% HNO3,
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D. Electrical Contacts
The method of achieving electrical contact of the current, 
thermocouple, and voltage probe leads had to meet three major 
requirements : (1) low and reproducible contact resistance;
(2) maintenance of isothermal sample ends: and (3 ) no specimen 
damage during preparation. A fourth requiranent, ease of 
preparation, was also desired. Original attempts with low 
melting point solder (Cerrolow 117-M,P,117°F) were only partly 
successful, the major disadvantages being low thermal 
conductance, hence resulting in non-isothermal specimen ends, 
and difficulty in wetting the copper leads resulting in large 
and inconsistent contact resistances. Ordinary lead-tin solder 
also produced temperature gradients across the ends, and also 
alloyed rapidly at the higher temperatures with the sample 
changing its electrical properties. Furthermore, a substantial 
amount of solder was required to insure sound electrical 
contact, which increased the length of the sample by 20-30%, 
thus introducing an uncertainty in the boundary conditions 
and isothermal assumptions. Attempts to create isothermal 
ends hy soldering copper foil end plates to the sample failed 
basically because of high contact resistances. Electroplating 
copper onto the sample ends from a cyanide bath also failed.
A solution was developed which meets all four of the 
above requiranents. Bismuth and gold form a eutectic 
(Bi 82 wt.% - Au 18 wt»%) at 240°C, By heating with a soldering
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iron a gold foil placed on the sample ends, a thin lî^ rer of 
eutectic will fora resulting in a secure bond. This bond 
has good mechanical strength and low thermal and electrical 
contact resistance. The gold foil by virtue of its high 
thermal and electrical conductivities maintains the ends 
isothermal and isopotential. The copper leads and copper- 
constantan thermocouples are easily soldered to the gold 
foil. Using 60-40 lead-tin solder and foils of 0,0033 inch 
thickness gave typical contact resistances of 4 (per contact). 
Details on contact resistance measurement are given in the 
appendix,
A photomicrograph of the eutectic bond is shown in 
figure 12,
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E» Experimental Procedure
When a direct current is flowing in the circuit of figure 6, 
a total potential develops consisting of the IR voltage drop 
due to sample and contact resistances (Vp and V^) plus the 
thermoelectric potential cbie to the Seebeck effect of the 
sas^le-wire couple. At steady state, the total voltage across 
the sample as measured across the copper thermocouple leads is
or combining the total IR drop terms
= ‘56)
for the forward current direction and
for the reverse current direction. Similarly, the total
potential as measured across the constantan leads is
+V + s +V 4- V + V (on) (58)
cn p+c 0^ -cn irr * '
and -V - = -V .^  - V -s- V (on) . (59)
cn p+Q (X-cn irr
The voltages V^j. are small and irreversible with current 
(hence temperature gradient). They are believed to be due 
in part to unequal Joule heating in the vicinity of the two 
dissimilar junction materials.
Now from the definition of the Seebeck coefficient,
-cu
<^s_cu= o/s-
A T  L A
and 0(^ = 0( = -'s
T
VW -CU
A T +  °<CB • ( 6 ° )
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where 0(^  is the absolute Seebeck coefficient of the sample. 
Similarly, it may be shown
0 4 =  ±1^ .
«  -cnl + ®'cn 
A T  J
(61)
Using equations (56), (57)» (58), (59)» (60) and (6l) yields
V e u - V « ]  + «^cu^T , (62)
and
> e n - V « ]  *
(63)
where V = V*" + V- eu cu cu . (64)
2
and + V“
cn cn cn
2 . (65)
The sign convention of (60), (61), (62), and (63)
is as follows; when <X >  the plus sign is used, vhen
cu
c/ ^  o< the negative sign is used. Hence in this investigation 
^  cn
the negative sign is used in equations (62) and (63). Note
that is positive while <X is negative, cu ^ cn
Switch 1 in figure 6 is the polarity reverse and is 
kept closed throughout the experiment. Only one of switches 
2 through 5 may be closed at one time. Switches 2,3 and 5 
are closed in the same direction as switch 1 to maintain 
proper polarity. Switch 2 gives the emf of the copper-sample- 
copper circuit, and depending on the current direction.
Switch 3 yields the emf of the constantan-sample-constantan 
circuit, and Switch 5 yields the potential drop
across the standard resistor which determines the current.
Switch 4 gives the emf of the two thermocouples, the sum of
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which is 2T and the difference AT. Using the comparator 
circuit, the total resistance of the sample, is
measured at the end of the experiment when switch 1 is open.
The thermoelectric properties are then determined by the 
equations 0( “
(52)
= (V« ■ & (“)
In the case where the thermal conductance of the lead wires 
and thermocouples, thermoelectric power of the current lead 
and radiative heat transfer are small, the thermal conductivity 
is determined by
k = « I T  L
AT A . (54)
See Appendix C for an example e:q)eriment.
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V RESULTS
The results of the chill cast ingots and the compacted 
Bi and Bi-12Sb ingots are summarized and given in table II 
along with the root mean square deviations® Complete 
tabulated results are given in appendix F and complete 
experimental data are given in appendix E. Due to the large 
variations in the thermoelectric properties of the unidirectionally 
solidified ingots, which are attributed to macrostructure 
(orientation) variations, the ranges for the various 
parameters are given, and the reader is referred to the 
complete tabulated results in appendix F.
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Sample )
BISMUTH
As-Compacted Powder
P5 - fine - 77.5±4.1
P7 - coarse —  65.7^3.7
Annealed Powder Compacts
P6 - fine -74.2±4.1
P8 - coarse -58.0-1.6
Chill Cast
Bi -55.6t3.8
Unidirectionally Solidified
Bi -38.1 to
-54.5
BISMUTH - 12% ANTIMONY ALLOY 
As-Compacted Powder
Alloy 2 - fine -98.0^0.4 
Alloy 5-coarse -102,6t3®7 
Annealed Powder Compacts 
Alloy 2 - fine -87.6il,2 
Alloy 5-coanse -87.7^0,7
-4
k(w/cm°C) |0x 10'"(A,cm) Zx 10“3(ok-1)
0.0721.008 2.43Î.24 0,3451.008
0,0631.006 1.971.21 0,358t.0l6
0.0671.008 2.141.13 0.3891,013
0,0651,004 1.471.05 0.3531.014
0.0741.012 1,161.06 0.3571,030
0,047 to 1,11 to 0,170 to
0,104 1.48 0,361
O.037I.OOI 3.87 0,6811.019
0.0381.004 3.391,28 0.8251,030
0.0361.001 2.78 0.7731,011
0.0431,004 1.981,17 0,9011,009
Table II, Summary of results with root mean square deviations®
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VI DISCUSSION
Biree factors will be considered in the interpretation 
of the experimental results; (1) the effect of imperfections 
such as dislocations and vacancies on the band structure of 
semiraetallic bismuth and semiconducting bismuth-12% antimony 
alloy, (2) the scattering effect of the imperfections upon 
the electronic charge carriers, and (3) the effect of oxide 
impurities present on the relative mobility of electron and 
holes, A quantitative discussion of the relative magnitudes 
of these effects from the limited experimental data is not 
possible, and the discussion must necessarily be qualitative. 
Band Structure
The thermoelectric power (o<) of the compacted samples 
for Bi-12Sb alloy is significantly greater than 0( for pure 
Bi. This may be accounted for in part by the basic difference 
in the band structures of the two materials. Bismuth is a 
semimetal, ie, the bottom of the conduction band is lower in 
energy than the top of the normally full valence band, and 
its reduced Fermi energy ( f ) ±s positive (measured up from 
the conduction band), Bi-12Sb alloy is a semiconductor, 
and a small forbidden band exists between the valence and 
conduction bands, resulting in a negative ^ , An inspection 
of the expression for , viz,
o( = -k ( - ^  ) , (36)
e
shows that, if it is assumed the average (reduced) energy 
of transported charge carriers is to a first approximation
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invarient, then the thermoelectric power will be larger 
(more negative) for the semiconducting alloy since ^  is 
negative. Physically, an electron entering the semiconducting 
alloy must absorb more heat from the lattice for excitation 
to the conduction band, which thereby increases OL ,
Considering the results of table II, it is evident that 
a significant reduction in the thermoelectric power occurs 
in both Bi and Bi-12Sb alloy upon annealing. The as-compacted 
samples are clearly in a higher state of strain, due to the 
dislocations and vacancies created during compaction, A 
compaction pressure of 48,000 psi is relatively large in view 
of the low yield strength of bismuth and antimony, and might 
be e3q>ected that a very high density of dislocations and 
point defects will be generated. Only an approximate 
estimate of the dislocation density is possible, and this 
is assumed to be the maximum of 10^® to 10^^ per cm^ that 
is usually generated in fully cold-worked metal. The vacancy 
concentration will depend to a large extent on the particle 
size of the powder compact, for it is evident that vacancies 
will result at the particle interfaces in the compaction 
process. The smaller particle size compacts will have a 
higher vacancy concentration than the coarser particle compacts.
It is a well known fact that dislocations act as
(25,26) (27)
acceptors in semiconductors* Shockley likens
a dislocation in a semiconductor to a row of atoms having a
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dangling unpaired electron each corresponding to the broken
covalent bond emanating from the extra half plane of atoms in
an edge dislocation# If the energy of a paired electron is
assumed to be in the forbidden energy gap but below the
Fermi level, a conduction electron will drop down into the
dislocation, thus decreasing the concentration of conduction
electrons and making the material less n-type* This has
been shown to be the case for Ge and it may be assumed that
it also occurs to some extent in Bi-12Sb alloy, since Bi and
Sb belong to the (8-N) type group of elements and therefore
exhibit covalency characteristics in their bonding* It would
be expected that the covalency character of the bonding is
considerably greater in the Bi-12Sb alloy, since the band
structure is similar to that of the classical covalent
(26)
elements Si and Ge, Read points out that edge type 
dislocations only are important as acceptors, and compaction 
generates predominantly edge type dislocations since basically 
a shear mechanism is involved.
When the acceptor sites along the dislocation line trap 
electrons from the conduction band the dislocation line 
becomes negatively charged, and it is necessary to consider 
what effect this negative potential has on the band structure 
at the acceptor site. It is a principle of solid state 
theory that, under conditions of no current flow, the 
electrochemical potential of the electrons, ie, the Fermi
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level, is equilibrated throughout the sample, and the effect
of a perturbing potential is to raise or lower the band edges
(28)
in the vicinity of the perturbation. A negatively charged
dislocation site may be compared to an ion core in the lattice 
having one less positive charge relative to the regular 
lattice ions. In bismuth it is assumed that the dislocation 
site lies in the band overlap below the Fermi level. The 
negative potential (by convention) will raise the band edges 
as shown in figure 13. Note that the energy gap width is 
unaffected but the Fermi energy, £^, is made less positive 
in the vicinity of the defect. The overall effect of many 
dislocations would then be to raise the band edge hy some 
a'feraged amount with respect to the Fermi level Ep. An 
examination of the expression for , viz.
Sn-r)](4.)
shows that a decrease in the (positive) reduced Fermi energy 
^ increases the (negative) electron contribution and decreases 
the (positive) hole contribution to «  , and hence o{ for a 
semimetal becomes more n-type. The effect of charge carrier 
density must also be considered. Since dislocations act as 
acceptors, the n%ative charge carrier (electron) concentration 
decreases in the conduction band, which should in general 
decrease the contribution of the electrons to C( • However, 
for semimetals and intrinsic semiconductors, if to a first 
approximation the hole and electron mobilities are assumed
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^valence
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Figure 13* Effect of a negatively charged dislocation or
vacancy on the band structure of a semimetal (Bi)»
^ ^ L
- E. £ K£ r^ g g r f
___
---- ________
■'conduction
®valence
Figure 14. Effect of a negatively charged dislocation on the 
band structure of a semiconductor (Bi-12Sb alloy).
'conduction
Figure 15* Effect of a positively charged vacancy on the band 
structure of a semiconductor (Bi-12Sb alloy).
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equal, then it is evident that the e^qpression for Q(
(cf. Eq. 40) becomes independent of charge carrier concentration,
and therefore the effect of a decrease in electron concentration
will be secondary.
The influence of negatively charged dislocation sites
on the Bi-^12Sb semiconductor band structure is similar to
that in Bi and is shown in figure 14, Again, the valence and
conduction band edges are raised in the vicinity of the
dislocation due to the perturbing negative potential created,
and this increases (negatively) the reduced Fermi energy ^  ,
An examination of equation (40) shows that a negative increase
in Ej increases the (negative) electron contribution while
decreasing the (positive) hole contribution to û( .
Thus the effect of dislocations (as acceptors) will make
both the semimetal and semiconducting samples more n-type
with respect to thermoelectric power by altering slightly
the band structure. This is consistent with the experimental
results which show that the as-compacted samples are indeed
more n-type for both Bi and Bi-12Sb alloy than the annealed
samples, which would have a lower concentration of dislocations,
A vacancy in a metal behaves as a negatively charged
ion, for electrons from the conduction band associated with
the nearest neighbour atoms spill over into the vacancy,
decreasing the average chemical potential of the electrons,
(29)
but in turn, creating electrostatic energy (see LeClaire ),
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It seems reasonable to assume that a vacancy in a semimetal 
will also become negatively charged, since there are an 
abundance of electrons in the conduction band that require 
no thermal excitation for their existence. Thus a vacancy 
in a s«nimetal would alter the band structure in its vicinity 
in the same way a dislocation does (cf. Fig, 13), and again 
the effect of many vacancies would be a slight raising of the 
conduction and valence band edges relative to E^, Hence E^ 
and f would be decreased, ie, made less positive. Urns the 
vacancies in a sanimetal have the same effect as dislocations, 
ie* the (negative) electron contribution is increased and 
the (positive) hole contribution decreased, making o( more 
n-type.
Consider now the effect of a vacan<y on the band structure 
of a semiconductor. In Ge or Si, a vacancy would result in 
the four nearest neighbor atoms surrounding the vacancy, 
each having one less unpaired valence band electron (comparable 
to the surface atoms). Thus a vacancy decreases the valence 
band electrons (with no corresponding effect on the thermally 
excited conduction electrons), which effectively increases 
the positive charge of the ion cores surrounding the vacancy. 
Alternatively, the vacant may be viewed as having only two 
valency electrons, both contributed (through sharing) by the 
four nearest neighbours, so that relative to the normal 
lattice ions, it has two less electrons in the valence band.
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% e  latter is equivalent to a positive perturbation potential 
at the vacant site, so that the band edges are decreased 
relative to (see Fig, 15)* The above argument is equally 
valid for Bi-12^b alloy, since it is a semiconductor and 
may be considered to have a high covalent bonding character. 
Although each atom has only three nearest neighbors, the 
electrons are shared to form electron pair bonds as in the 
classical covalent elements (8-N rule). Again, a vacancy 
results in the three nearest neighbours each having one less 
paired electron in the valence band, which results in a 
positive perturbation potential at the vacancy site. Note 
that Eg remains constant, and the reduced Fermi energy is 
made less negative* Ihus the (positive) hole contribution 
will be increased in Equation (40) while the (negative) 
electron contribution is decreased, and the thermoelectric 
power therefore decreases (becomes less n%ative ) with the 
presence of vacancies in a semiconductor.
We see that the effect of dislocations is the same in 
semimetallic Bi and in semiconducting Bi-12Sb alloy, ie. they 
act as acceptors making the thermoelectric power more n-type® 
Vacancies, on the other hand, have opposite effects, being 
negatively charged in Bi and positively charged in Bi-12Sb 
alloy. Vacancies therefore should make (X more negative in 
Bi and less negative in Bi-12Sb alloy, ühis is evident in 
the results in that the annealing which reduces the density
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of dislocations and vacancies also decreases Q( .
Charge Carrier Scattering
The effect of dislocations and vacancies on scattering
(mobility) of the electronic eharge carriers must now be
considered* The dislocation line beoomes negatively charged
as the dislocation accepts electrons, and a space charge
develops around the dislocation line to screen out the
(26)
negative line charge* Read postulates that in doped
n-tjrpe Ge the negative charge on the dislocation is screened
by the ohmnical donors, which are assumed to be ionized at
all temperatures in the cylindrical space charge region
surrounding the dislocation line* Read shows that screening
by charge carriers becomes important only at higher temperatures
(ie, room temperature). In pure Bi and pure Bi-12Sb alloy
there are no chemical donors and the screening must come from
holes. The potential of a negatively charged acceptor site
will be equivalent to that of a negatively charged ion in the
(30)
lattice (see Alfred and March ), and is given Ty
V = - a  e-î' , (67)
where the screening constant q is related to the hole density 
at the Fermi level £p thus
q =(4v:e^ N(Ep))^
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The screening mechanism, as implied by equation (6?), 
is through a plasma oscillation mechanism %Aich effectively 
involves the clustering of holes about the negatively charged 
acceptor site to decrease (locally) the electrostatic energy,
Ihus the holes within the space charge region will not respond 
to an applied electric field as quickly as the holes outside 
the space charge region, the former being retarded by the 
internal electrostatic field. Therefore, the effect of the 
space charge region surrounding the dislocation line is to 
decrease the mobility of the holes. Electrons will be 
excluded from the space charge region; nevertheless, electron 
mobility will also be reduced since electrons must travel a
(26)
more tortuous winding path around the space charge cylinders.
It is reasonable to assume that mobility of the holes will 
be decreased more than that of the electrons, since for 
the former electrostatic attractive forces are operative.
Thus it would seem probable that dislocations will increase 
the ratio of the electron to hole mobility (b in Eq, 40), so 
that the scattering effect will increase o( negatively. The 
screening of the negatively charged dislocation will not 
cancel out the lowering of the band edges discussed previously 
as the negative charge will persist in the core of the dislocation. 
The net effect of screening the charged dislocations will be 
to raise the band edges some average amount which would be 
somewhat less than if each effect were independent.
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Vacancies are also effective scatterers of charge carriers. 
Following the line of reasoning presented above for dislocations, 
electrons should be scattered more effectively by positively 
charged vacancies and holes scattered more by negatively 
charged vacancies. Since vacancies are point defects, the 
scattering effect may be considerably less than for an equal 
density of dislocations. In the case of the semiconductor 
Bi-i2^b alloy, the scattering may be predominantly through 
dislocations.
Speculation on the effect of deformation upon the average 
energy transported per charge carrier, A E ^  and AE^^p 
(of. Eq. (37)), is difficult. The reduced energy terms 
and are dependent only upon the enei^ dependent of the 
relation time and therefore might be affected by dislocation 
and vacancy scattering. Dislocation and especially vacany 
scattering are more likely to be secondary to scattering by 
thermal vibrations, and hence any changes occuring in ^  would 
probably be very small.
The thermoelectric power in the as-compacted Bi and 
Bi-12Sb alloy and its subsequent decrease upon annealing are 
therefore qualitatively explained on the basis of the presence 
of dislocations and vacancies and their subsequent redaction 
upon annealing. The reduction in dislocation and vacancy 
concentration will decrease the mobility ratio b , so that 
the positive charge carriers more effectively compete against
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the electron in energy transport across the thermoelectric 
device*
Oxide Imtairitv Effect
The e]q)erimental results indicate a definite dependence 
of the thermoelectric power upon particle size for Bi in both 
the as-conq)acted and annealed states. The thermoelectric power 
is increased as the particle size is decreased. This 
dependence is non-existent in Bi-12Sb alloy, or if present in 
the as-compacted samples, has the opposite dependence.
The thermoelectric power-particle size relation in Bi 
is not believed to be a grain size effect per se. From the 
point of view of resistivity, idiich will be discussed in more 
detail later, it is reasonable to assume that each particle 
is surrounded h7 an oxide layer. On the basis of the 
experimental results which show that the finer particle size 
compacts, hence the more oxidized samples have larger (negative) 
thermoelectric powers, the conclusion is drawn that the oxide 
layers scatter the holes more effectively than electrons, and 
the oxide layer itself exhibits n-type semiconductor characteristics.
The lack or slight reversal of the particle size effect 
in Bi-12Sb alloy may be influenced by several factors. First, 
the oxide formed may not be as n-type as an oxide containing 
only Bi. Antimony is p-type and alloying with the oxide might 
be expected to reduce the n-type properties* Also since Sb 
is more reactive than Bi, the oxide may be more heavily
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weighted in Sb than the 12$ Sb content might suggest.
Secondly, comparing the relatively large drop in resistivity
upon annealing in the Bi-12 Sb alloy to the Bi suggests that
dislocations and vacancies affect the resistivity considerably
more in Bi-12Sb alloy. Since p  and both depend on
scattering and mobilities, the effect of imperfections on oc
is probably greater in Bi-12Sb alloy ihan in Bi. The
experimental results support this in part as the absolute
reduction in is larger for the alloys.
If we assume the oxide effect to be small in Bi-12Sb alloy*
(which appears justified since both annealed fine and coarse
particle sized samples have approximately the same , which
(9 )
compares very well with the results of Tanuma ) then the 
reversal in the particle size effect may be explained ly 
vacancies decreasing slightly the strong effect of dislocations. 
Speculation on the magnitude of the effects of vacancies and 
dislocations is not justified in view of the complex nature of 
the band structure and the subtle influences which defects may 
play. A competition between the dislocation effect (increasing 
cx in the negative direction) and the effect of the vacancies 
(idîich makes cX more positive) occurs in Bi«*12Sb alloy. The 
balance between this effects shifts when the density of one 
defect changes relative to the other. Hence in the fine 
particle size (as-compacted) sample, (which implies a greater 
vacancy concentration) the thermoelectric power is slightly
* ie, affects electrons and holes more or less equally.
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less n-type due to the increased vacancy effect. Since the 
annealed samples have identical thermoelectric powers we can 
conclude that the annealing has reduced the dislocation and 
vacancy concentrations to a level where they are no longer 
influential. Consistent with this argument is the large 
decrease in resistivity which probably is an indication that 
the defects are in a higher energy state and therefore more 
unstable than defects in Bi, and would be expected to decrease 
more quickly upon annealing.
Resistivity
The resistivity results for the compacted samples as 
given in table II indicate two trends. First, the resistivity 
decreases upon annealing and secondly, the resistivity decreases 
with increasing particle size. Both of these effects may be 
explained fay charge carrier scattering.
The as-compacted sample, as discussed above, have a 
relatively high concentration of dislocations and point defects 
which would interact with the charge carriers to increase the 
resistivity. The decrease in resistivity in the experimental 
results upon annealing out a portion of these defects is 
therefore to be expected.
A definite resistivity-particle size relationship is 
evident which would probably be more pronounced (as would be 
the -particle size relation) if the powder sizes were more 
uniform, ie. if the range of particle sizes were smaller than
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the -ranges given in table I» This relation is not believed to
be a grain size effect per se (each particle consists of
several grains especially after partial annealing). As in
the case of (X , the particle size dependence is believed due
to the oxide formation which is inevitable during the filing
or grinding process. If the oxide were uniformly distributed
throughout the sample, as would be the case if the polycrystalline
samples had been grown by zone solidification, its effect
would be negligible. This is evident when comparing the
4 2
relatively small scattering cross-section of ^  10 cm for
19 —3
a neutral imparity concentration of 10 cm to a scattering
7 2
cross-section of /v 10 cm for thermal vibrations at room 
(16)
temperature « Segregation of the oxide at the particle 
boundaries effectively creates a bismuth-oxide sandwich couple, 
for the current must flow through these thin oxide barriers.
In view of the relatively low resistivity of Bi and Sb, the 
oxides must surely have higher resistivities and therefore the 
bulk resistivity would increase with increasing oxide content, 
ie, decreasing particle size. This effect is clearly evident 
from the results.
When the periodicity of the Bi lattice is disturbed by 
solid substitutional alloying with Sb, a greater perturbation 
in the motion of the electronic charge carriers is expected.
This 8:q)lains the resistivily increase in Bi-12Sb alloys 
compared to Bi,
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Thermal Conductivity
The effect of solid substitutional allo]ring is readily
evident for the results given in Table I, The total thermal
conductivity consists of electronic and lattice components.
The electronic contribution (which is large in semimetals
compared to ideal semiconductors) changes as the band structure
changes from semimetalllc to semiconducting, and this is
evidenced hy the change in p « Ifowever, it is probable that
the greatest effect is due to the perturbing effect of the Sb
ion cores on phonon scattering, thus decreasing the
lattice contribution to k.
Chill Cast Ingots
The thermoelectric power of the chill cast ingots
approaches that of a single crystal orientated perpendicular
to the three-fold axis. The columnar grains radiating to the
center of the casting are preferentially orientated, and 
(4)
Brown and Heumann show that in rapid growth conditions 
the basal plane is nearly perpendicular to the growth directions. 
If this were the case with the radiating grains in chill 
casting, we would expect the ingot axis to be more or less 
orientated perpendicular to the three-fold axis of the crystals. 
Also the resistivity of Bi and Bi-12Sb alloy single crystals 
varies from 1,10 to 1,35 x 10 -^cm for directions perpendicular 
and parallel to the three-fold axis respectively. The 
relationship of ^ ,(the angle included between the sample
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axis and the trigonal axis) to resistivity is given ly the
(31)
Thorason-Voight relation as
R = + (R^^ - Rjl ) Gos^ ^ j
where R is taken to be the thermal or electrical resistivity* 
If it is assumed that in a random polycrystalline sample the 
average angle ^ is 43°, and that there are no grain boundary
jj,
effects, then from the single crystal data 1,2 x 10 -n- cm. 
Since p  for the chill cast ingots are less than this we may 
infer that the net orientation of the ingots is close to being 
perpendicular to the three-fold axis. Any effect of the 
polycrystalline lattice relative to a single crystal would be 
to increase /O therefore the orientation is probably closer 
to the three-fold axis than l.l6 x 10“^ to 1.10 x 10*"^ cm 
would indicate. The results obtained for ohill cast ingots 
therefore indicate a preferred orientation relative to the 
ingot axis that approaches being perpendicular to the 3-F 
axis and hence low thermoelectric properties result. 
Unidirectional Solidified Ingots
îhe results of the unidirectionally solidified ingots 
show considerable scatter, and this is believed due to true 
variations between samples. The grains are relatively large 
(10 or less per cross-section), and therefore orientation 
variations (because of the large anisotropy of the electrical 
properties of Bi and Bi-Sb alloy single crystals) will have a 
large effect on the values of the parameters measured for a
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(32)
specific ingot, Gallo et al give the lowest c/ for the
orientation perpendicular to the 3-F axis orientation,
viz, (X s-50 ^ V/°C with = 1,10 X 10 -*'-cm and k = 0,llw/cm°C,
(4)
From the solidification experiments of Brown and Heumann we
might expect the unidirectional grains (which are longest in
the direction of the longitudinal axes of the crystal) to be
closest to the perpendicular orientation. The values obtained
for o( fall close to or below the lower limits (ie, for the
orientation perpendicular to the 3-F axis) of the single
crystal. For polycrystalline cast ingots we would expect
that p  should be somewhat higher and k somewhat lower than
p  and k for a carefully grown single crystal having a
similar orientation. The p  and k values obtained are closest
to those for an orientation perpendicular to the 3-F axis.
Samples U 3a and Ü 3b deviate from this in both their p  and
k values, but this is attributed to the presence of more or
less equiaxed grains which appear along one side of the samples.
Figure of Merit
Die best figure of merit, Z, occurs in coarse annealed
Bi-i2Sb alloy compact, which has a value of Z = 0,9, and which
(8)
compares well with a«ith and Wolfe's value of Z = 1,0.
Powder techniques in Idie preparation of thermoelectric devices 
therefore appear piromising for the semiconducting alloy, for 
Smith and Wolfe used carefhlly prepared and orientated single 
crystals îdiich undoubtedly sets a very high cost to the
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production of the devices, A major short-coming of the powder 
process is the relatively high resistivity,
ih.e pure Bi samples compared poorly with orientated single 
crystal results. Resistivity destroyed the advantage of high 
thermoelectric power of samples in series P5 and P6 idiere
“75 ^ V/°C compared to usual polycrystalline samples where 
()(A.-6(ÿiLv/°C The low figures of merit of 0,36 and 0,24 x 
of the chill cast and unidirectionally solidified ingots 
respectively were due to the preferred orientation effects 
which approximated a single crystal orientated perpendicular 
to the 3-F axis. The 3-F axis is characterized by low 0( and 
high k.
The stability of the figure of merit compacts is an 
important consideration to device design. Once annealed very 
little change in the thermoelectric properties is expected 
which is a distinct advantage over single crystals where 
great care must be taken to preserve the initial high figure 
of merit, ie, the single crystal elements must not be stressed 
or jarred.
Analysis of Errors
The rms deviations in table II have two components;
(1) true variation in properties of different specimens and,
(2) errors in measurement. Since the thermoelectric properties 
are dependent on the metallurgical conditions of the samples, 
some variation in the values for of, ^  , k, etc, is expected
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for identical specimens, but this can be reduced by careful 
attention to the metallurgical variables during the 
preparation of the samples. The electronic equi^ent used 
in this investigation was of the highest quality and was 
operated under conditions of excellent stability, sensitivity 
and reproducibility. The only measurement that could be 
improved significantly is the measurement of the L/A ratio 
of the samples, which had the lowest precision and accuracy 
for two reasons. Firstly, the specimen is difficult to shape 
perfectly uniform, and secondly, there is some error in the 
lei^th measurement once the gold end plates are attached* The 
gold foil increases the sample length (as does the solder) 
and also a small amount of melting occurs in the foil region,
Ihe L/A error could be reduced by greater sample length. For 
consistency* the specimen length was measured before the foil 
attachment. It is believed that the L/A ratio accounts for 
the greater part of the uncertainty involved in p  and k 
(about 10^ or less), tdiilejO( , which does not depend on 
dimensions, the uncertainty is always less than (except 
with chill cast ingots vhere orientation effects are important).
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VII SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An investigation has been carried oat on the effect of 
various metallurgical variables upon the thermoelectric 
properties of Bi and Bi-12Sb alloy. These materials were 
chosen for their relatively high thermoelectric properties 
and also for their interesting band structures, tdiich is 
semimetallie for Bi and saaiconducting for Bi-12Sb.
Thus it was possible to examine the role of the metallurgical 
factors in two fundamentally different band structures. In 
powder compacted Bi and Bi-12Sb alloy, the effects of 
particle size, stress, and annealing were investigated, 
while the effects of casting procedure (largely crystal 
orientation) were investigated in Bi chill cast and 
unidirectionally solidified ingots.
On the basis of the results of the compacted samples, 
the following points and hypotheses are noted:
(1) The samples which were in a higher state of strain 
(as-compacted) had higher thermoelectric powers because of 
the higher concentration of dislocations and vacancies. The 
theory proposed considers that dislocations act as acceptors 
in Bi and Bi-12Sb alloy, thus becoming negatively charged and 
so decreasing a positive ^ in Bi (semimetal) and increasing 
a negative ^ in Bi-12Sb alloy (semiconductor). This effect 
on ^  results in a higher negative 0( , Vacancies, being 
negatively charged in Bi, also make ^  smaller and hence 0( 
more negative in Bi, On the other hand, a vacancy in a
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semiconductor is positively charged, so that in Bi-12Sb alloy, 
a negative £ is decreased to decrease a negative 0( , In 
all cases the perturbing potential of the dislocation or 
vacancy is considered to raise or lower the band edges in the 
vicinity of the defect relative to E , Annealing reduces the 
number of defects present and thus decreases the negative 
thermoelectric power 0( in both Bi and Bi-12Sb alloy,
(2) Ihe thermoelectric power was found to increase with 
decreasing particle size in Bi, This was attributed to the 
effect of an oxide layer at the particle boundaries, which 
was presumed to be intrinsically n-type, and (or) scattering of 
holes more than electrons, thus increasing b, the ratio of 
electron to hole mobility, Ihe lack of or slight reversal
of this effect in Bi-12^b alloy was attributed to the effect 
of Sb on the oxide layer, which should make the oxide more 
p-type, and (or) to the opposite effect of vacancies (see (1)) 
which would be present in higher concentrations in the finer 
particle compacts,
(3) Dislocations and vacancies also increased a negative 
0( through differential scattering of charge carriers, ie, 
increasing the electron to hole mobility ratio. It was 
proposed that dislocations are more effective soatterers than 
vacancies due to the more extensive space charge that develops 
around a line defects compared to the point defects,
(4) The resistivity increased with decreasing particle
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sise and increasing defect concentration, the former due to 
oxide presence and the latter to defect scattering as 
mentioned in (2) and (3) respectively.
(5) The thermal conductivity was lower in Bi-12Sb alloy 
than in Bi, and thus is due to the perturbing effect of Sb 
ions in the latter increasing phonon scattering.
(6) The thermoelectric power is greater in Bi-12Sb alloy 
because of the positive energy gap.
(7) The work on the cast ingots indicated a preferred 
orientation of the grains approximating the ingot axis 
perpendicular to the three-fold axis of symmetry hence giving 
low thermoelectric properties. The orientation was more 
nearly perpendicular in the unidirectionally solidified ingot. 
The scatter in the results is due to non-determinable 
orientation effects.
(8) The possibility of using compacted thermoelectric 
Bi-12Sb alloy tkermoeleetrio devices is presented because
of their high stability relative to orientated single crystals.
Several possibilities for future work present themselves.
In pure Bi compacts the effect of particle size should be
investigated further with finer and more nearly constant
particle sizes used. In future experiments the Hall coefficient
could be measured hy simply adding another probe to the sample
(23)
in the isolating comparator circuit. This would yield
valuable information on the electrical properties, eg. a
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rough calculation of the charge carrier dei^ities would be
possible. Valuable knowledge could also be gained by
varying the experimental temperature from at least liquid
nitrogen to room temperature. The @f feet of dislocations
(26)
may well be greater at low temperatures as Read suggests. 
(8,9)
It is well known that o( increases drastically at lower
temperatures in Bi-12Sb alloy (semiconducting alloys) and
combined with some of the variables studied, this effect
may increase even more. Finally, proper doping may decrease
the electronic contribution to the thermal conduction without
(32)
effecting d  or p  adversely.
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Vin APPENDIX A 
Experimental Theory
(18)
The elaborate derivation hy Harman et al involves
two parts, viz. the solutions for the temperature distribution
and energy balance at the junction. With a direct current
flowing, three principal phenomena occur; the Peltier effect.
Joule heating, and thermal conduction. For a steady state,
the equation for determining the temperature distribution is
the continuity equation for energy flux, ie,
V » u  = 0 . (Al)
The total energy flux from irreversible thermodynamic
considerations is given for isotropic materials ty
a ( o < T ) j - 0 (  ^ T. (A2)
The gradient of the electrochemical potential,yZ , is
given by V / ^  » - j ^ - G ( V T ,  (A3)
Assuming the charge concentration is stationary, ie,
V*j s 0 and combining the previous equations yields
V T +  ^  (VT)^ = 0 ,
^ ^  dT (A4)
where /JL a T dc( is the Thomson coefficient,
^ dT
This reduces to the heat equation for uniform Joule heating 
T^T = - .f/) , (A5)
under conditions where the gradients of OC, k and p  are 
small. As long as the sample has a small temperature gradient 
imposed on it (A5) will be a good approximation of (A4),
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The boundary conditions must now be considered.
Radiation losses from the lead wires are ignored due to
their small cross-section, ie. the total energy flux in the
wires is constant. In order to obtain a solution of the
heat equation, the linear approximation must be made for
the radiation flux term, ie.
4e*€T ^ (T - T^)^€r€(T^ - , (a6)
where ^ i s  the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, C  is the surface
emissivity, T =  + T and is the ambient temperature.
2 ’
This imposes the restriction that T and Tg^  not deviate more 
than 1/3 of 1$ from the mean tiemperatare T for the approximation 
to be accurate to 1$.
Further boundary conditions are imposed on the sample 
ends that they must be isothermal. It is fhrther assumed 
that despite the large difference in the diameters of the 
lead wire and the sample, the energy flux in the vicinity 
of the junction is parallel to the cylindrical axis.
Considering then a right circular cylinder of length L, 
and radius a, under the following boundary conditions,
T(r, -L/2) = Tg ,
T(r, L/2) = ,
-k [ST(a,z)/%^= h[T(a,z)-T^] ,
3where h = 4C"€ T , r is the radial coordinate and z is 
the longitudinal coordinate® One obtains
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T(r,î) . T = Ê  z y  K  - Te \  '
is=0 % 2 sinh A  l/
+ (T - Tg^ - )Gosh A n  *
k cosh Jo^
Jp(
+ _  , ,
2h |2 2 J (A7)
where ^  and A  is a solution of the Bessel function 
k ”
A„a J^( f\^a) =yj^( \ & )  .
The total energy delivered to the sample ends is the sum
of the energy current entering the sample and the radiation
from the face, ie.
Use = 2% r\(r,-L/2)rdr + 7Ca^h(Tg - T^) (a8)
Jo
at z = - l/2 •
From the temperature distribution, may be written as
+ X  a4i(Tg - T^) . (A9)
A similar term is written for at z = L/2 «
It can be shown Idiat the expression for the input energy 
at z = -L/2 in terras of the lead wires (subscript m) may be
written assuming o(„» and to be constant as, 
«.c = +
(AlO)
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where K is the thermal conductance and R is the electrical 
m n
resistance of the lead wires from the edge of the specimen
chamber to the sample. A similar expression may be written
for Ü , Setting U = Ü and U = U and adding yields 
mn so me sh mh
i(o(^ - T = - T,) + y i ^  - T^)
do 2
Y  ^  2(L/a) %  coth \  L/2 
A  n=0 -------- =-------5—
<V)[< V) J
+ K  a^h(T, - T ) + I A  R
 S. ° (All)
2
Note that the contribution from the junction electrochemical 
potential differences are interpreted as contact potential 
differences, ie.
* <Ah -
2
Evaluating the terms of the series to orders of ^ yields 
K ^ s  - = (Km+ Kg)(Tj^ - T^) a(a + L/3)h(% - T ^ ) + A r^
- [(1/24) + L^ + _ 2 _  - 2a 3^a^h(Th-Tg)] 
I I80a^ 48L^ 9
K A T
(A13)
When L/A is uniiy and is the % terra roughly equals
1$ correction.
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A PPEN D IX B
Determination of Contact Resistance 
Consider the following diagram:
L ----
L»  H
Rl R,
J
4—  Ri
%
■Rfi+c
Resistances R p +  c, R^, Rg, R^, R^ ,^ and R^ can be measured 
directly.
Let Rg 5  contact resistance at each gold foil-eutectic bond 
and R^q H  contact resistance at each probe .
By addition of resistances
V c  + = *1 + *4
therefore
p+c
From this the true probe resistance is given by 
R^ = R^ - 2R^^ ,
Therefore the total resistance may be calculated, thus
k/O = Rfli h »
and therefore 2Rg = - R^ »
(Bi)
(B2)
(B3)
(B4)
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The ends of the sample were prepared as discussed 
previously. The 36 guage copper probes were laid laterally 
across the sample in razor blade grcoves and bonded with a 
small blob of solder mm diameter). Resistances were 
measured with the comparator circuit with a current of 
100 and 200 ma.
Resistances in Lengths in inches
R^ 156 \  1898 L = 3.58
Rg 1863 R^ 1729 L* = 3.02
R3 191 ^ + 0  2036
y c  + 2r^ c = 1^ + %  = 2054
= Rg + R3 * 2054 
2Rpc s R j  + Rg + R^ + R^ - Ijg+g = 2054 - 2036 = 18
= R3 - s 1729 - 18 = 1711
S R^ L = ,1711 X 3.58 a 2028
3.02
L«
and 2Rq s  R^^g - Bp a 2036 - 2028 a 8
therefore = 4 .
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APPENDIX Ç
Example Experiment
Date - Friday, June 14, I968
Sample •> Standard single crystal purchased from Aremco Products, Inc,
L/A ratio = 4,57 cm"!
All potentiometer readings were measured on the O.OI6
volt scale with galvanometer sensitivity of 5 dial units
except for the potential drop across the standard resistor
Vg, which was measured on the 1,6 volt scale with a galvanometer
sensitivi^ of 0 dial units. The potentiometer was
standardized frequently throughout the experiment. In the
forward current direction T^  ^is at the positive end of the
crystal relative to Tg,
Measurements
Initially Tj, » 0,93833 mv, Tg * 0,93860 mv
Current in forward direction
= 0.106626, ,106620, ,106545 volts
Tj = 0,94078, .94190 mv
Tg = 0,93816, .93920 mv
V +  = 0.05297, .05305 mv
^cn = 0,05010, .05006 mv
Current in reverse direction
V “ = 0,106476, .106479, .106353 voltsK
T, = 0,94014, ,94076 mv
Tg = 0.94362, .94428 mv
V - = 0.05317 .05311 mv
Vgg = 0.04975 , 04971 mv
^ “§■0 ” 458ptAat currents of 100 and 200 ma.
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Calculations
Average A  T = 0,00308 mv = 3.08/,* °C = 0.0752 °C
Just
Mean temperature, "t" = 23,8 °C = 297 °K
Average current, I * + Vg = 0,106517 amperes
2
V = V +  + V " = 0.05308 mv
cu cu cn
V = V + V "
= 0,04993 mv
2
y * c  * y » c  X I = 0.04836 mv
Since I flows ft-om the sasqple to the copper at the
cold junction the negative sign is used in equations ( 62} and( 63)
V« - - [ v ^ - V ^ ; i + 0 < „ A T
= - [.05308 - .00836] mv + 1.8 x lo"^ mï 0.0752 “c
s -.00458 mv
Vo/ = - fv - V 1 + (X AT 
^  L cu +c J cn
= - [.04993 - .04836] mv + [-37.5 x lo"^ mvj 0,0752 °C
= -.00439 mv ^
The mean thermal «nf is Vg^  = 4.58 + 4.39 = - 4,49yU v
2
Therefore from equations (52), (54), (53)» and (33) 
respectively
(X =
AT
=-4.49 zxv 
.0752 Og
=-59.8 P lV/®C
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k = 0(1 T L 
A T  A
= 5 % 8 ù y  .106517 amp 297 ®K 4.57 cm"^
.0752
- 0,1151 watts 
cm C
p  ” ‘V c  • I
= (458 - 8)
4,57 cm"^ 
-4
s 0,985 X 10 -fL cm
2
and Z = 0(_
/9k
» (59.8 X tO~^ V/°C)^_______
0,985 X 10-4 ^  0,1151 w/cm C
= 0.306 X 10“^/°C
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A PPEN D IX D
In calculating the thermoelectric properties, the assumption 
that the heat losses are small and may be neglected has been 
made* This allows the simplification of equation (A13) and 
the thermal conductivity may be expressed by equation (54)»
The radiaüve heat transfer has been neglected since T has 
always been much less than 1/3 of 1$ of the ambient temperature 
and therefore the linear solution of the heat transfer equation 
is valid, ie* it is accurate to 1$ which is negligible* The 
current and thermocouple leads are small so the assumption 
that conduction losses are small is reasonable* Convective 
heat transfer is eliminated through use of a vacuum* Gold 
foils on the sample ends assure isothermal ends and should - 
make assumption that the current flux in the region of the 
lead junction is reasonably parallel to the specimen axis*
If these assumptions are justified then from equation (54), 
it is clear that
I s  Cji A T and I = C g ^  ,
where C, = A k and C. = A k ,
L ^ l T Ô T
Since Cj_ and Cg are constant at a given teBq>erature, AT 
and should vary linearly with current. As shown in figure 
l6, this occurs and the method is shown accurate.
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APPENDIX E
Experimental Data 
Sample
Alloy 5a 
Alloy 5b 
Alloy 5c 
Alloy 5d 
Alloy 5e 
Alloy 5f 
Alloy 5g 
Alloy 5b 
Alloy 2a 
Alloy 2b 
Alloy 2e 
Alloy 2f 
P 5a 
P 5b
T I l/A
°C amperes mv c m^
0.50'» 2144 ,102876 .22057 5.68
0.266 2145 .050932 .10925 5.68
0.523 2007 .105234 .21139 6.50
0.253 2006 .051187 .10268 6,50
0.599 2647.5 .100854 .26701 7.24
0.305 2647.5 .051233 .13564 7.24
0.234 1944 .050938 .09902 6.13
0.469 1944 .101862 .19802 6.13
0.301 980 ^101700 .09967 5.59
0.159 980 .053606 .05253 5.59
0.369 1188 ,102704 ,12201 6.15
0,187 1186 .051125 ,06063 6.15
0,412 1356 .100767 .13664 6,41
0,212 1356 .050564 .06992 6.41
0.191 1261 .050762 ,06401 5.83
0.376 1261 .100456 .12668 5.83
0.414 1981 ,100562 .19921 5.15
0.212 1982 ,050566 ,10022 5.15
0,189 1856 .050776 ,09424 4.72
0;375 1856 .101833 .18900 4.72
0,163 1218 .052001 .06334 4.49
0.318 1218 .101123 .12317 4.49
OWI63 1197 .052595 .06262 4,14
0.323 1197 .103578 .12398 4.14
0.160 1170 2100769 .11790 5.68
0,323 1170 ,203343 .23791 5.68
0.151 1096 ,103761 ,11372 4,05
0,285 1097 .195811 .21480 4,05
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Sample T 0 V cu V cu Vof
nearest C mv mv mv
Alloy 5a 23 •27237 .25075 ,04998
23 .13496 .12426 .02511
Alloy 5b 22 .26592 .24501 .05342
22 .12945 .11925 .02619
Alloy 5c 23 .33164 .30772 .06336
23 .16855 .15641 .03229
Alloy 5d 23 .12416 .11479 ,02464
23 .24824 .22952 ,04924
Alloy 5e 23 .12671 .11434 ,02623
23 .06690 .06035 .01393
Alloy 5f 22 .15474 .14014 .03202
22 .07707 ,07006 .01628
Alloy 5g 22 .17326 .15717 .03593
22 .08871 ,08068 .01857
Alloy 5h 23 .08114 .07389 .01691
23 .16053 .14589 .03325
Alloy 2a 23 .24064 ,22463 ,04082
22 .12112 .11319 .02073
Alloy 2b 23 .11298 .10582 .01855
23 .22622 ,21148 .03656
Alloy 2e 23 .07785 .07168 ,01434
22 .15103 .13887 ,02746
Alloy 2f 22 .07740 .07121 ,01460
22 .15237 .13983 .02789
P 5a 24 .12984 .12370 ,01174
24 .26206 ,24924 .02352
P 5b 23 .12558 ,11988 ,01172
23 .23702 .21480 ,02174
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Sample T I ^ c I VyO+C L/A
°C /4A*- amperes mv cm
P 5c 0.124 972 .102567 .09970 3.97
0.249 973 ,203541 .19805 3.97
P 5d 0.126 943 ,100529 ,09480 3.66
0.253 943 ,202764 .19121 3.66
P 6a 0.179 1135 , 102442 .11627 5.33
0.356 1136 .202719 ,23029 5.33
P 6b 0.183 1170 ,100420 .11749 5.72
0.365 1170 .201643 .23592 5.72
P 6c 0.190 1211 ,100862 .12214 5.08
0.402 1212 ,203624 .24679 5.08
P 6d 0.175 1083 .103313 .11189 5.29
0.308 1083 ,203456 .22038 5.29
P 7a 0.091 596 .101710 .06062 3.17
0.178 596 .198787 .11848 3.17
P 7b 0.114 675 .101597 .06858 2,81
0.228 675 ,202659 .13679 2.81
P 7c 0.097 563 .101253 .05701 2.91
0.183 564 .199635 .11259 2,91
P 7d 0.078 489 ,101736 .04975 2.76
0.154 489 .199332 .09747 2.76
P 8a 0.082 472 ,101724 .04801 3.06
0.162 472 ,200920 .09483 3.06
P 8b 0,090 485 .103251 .05008 3.45
0.179 486 ,201811 .09808 3.45
P 8c 0.081 466 ,100613 .04689 3.10
0,162 466 ,200891 .09362 3.10
P 8d 0.092 473 ,101310 ,04792 3.13
0,159 473 ,201642 .09538 3.13
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Sample T V cu V cn
nearest°C mv mv mv
P 5c 24 .11032 .10570 .01052
24 .21904 ,20929 .02057
P 5d 24 .10453 .09987 .00965
24 .21090 ,20090 .01921
P 6a 22 .12992 .12276 .01327
23 .25656 .24253 ,02664
P 6b 24 .13155 ,12453 .01383
24 ,26409 .24951 .02740
P 6c 23 ,13600 ,12882 .01367
23 ,27443 .25904 ,02712
P 6d 23 .12489 ,11860 .01299
23 .24612 ,23444 .02559
P 7a 22 .06717 ,06378 ,00647
22 .13105 ,12386 .01214
P 7b 23 .07568 .07133 .00697
23 .15081 ,14190 .01364
P 7c 23 ,06340 .05989 ,00636
23 ,12479 .11757 ,01186
P 7d 23 .05514 ,05228 .00535
23 .10779 .10193 ,01014
P 8a 22 ,05298 ,04962 ,00476
22 ,10464 ,09780 .00927
P 8b 22 ,05588 ,05218 ,00538
22 .10913 .10193 .01064
P 8c 22 .05174 ,04843 ,00464
22 .10329 .09670 ,00928
P 8d 23 ,05296 .04969 ,00504
23 .10534 ,09884 ,00954
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Sample T R/rt-c I Vjp+c L/A
*C ypU A. amperes mv cm”»
C 5a 0.1291 603 .100281 .06047 4,79
0.257 603.5 .20140? .12115 4.79
0.127 603.5 .101352 .06117 4.79
0.256 603 ,202289 .12198 4.79
C 5b 0.148 695.5 .100816 .07012 5.82
0.294 697.5 .204493 .14263 5.82
0.145 698 .100043 .06983 5.82
0.297 699 ,204894 .14332 5.82
C 6a 0.141 656 .101472 ,06657 5.79
0.281 656.5 .203156 .13337 5.79
0.140 656 .100536 .06595 5.79
C 6b 0,130 701.5 ,100791 ,07070 6,56
0,260 701.5 .202884 .14232 6.56
C 7a 0.119 721.5 .100283 .07235 5.80
C 7b 0.113 663 .100444 .06659 5.80
0,231 663.5 .206082 ,13644 5.80
C 9a 0.117 643 .100981 .06493 5.61
0.233 643 .201194 .12937 5.61
Ü 3a 0,109 549 ,103381 .05676 3.65
0.201 549 .192793 ,10584 3.65
U 3b 0.095 455 . 101683 .04627 3.49
0,187 455 ,201982 .09190 3.49
0,092 455.5 ,099527 .04533 3.49
Ü 3c 0,052 400 ,100650 ,04026 3.15
0,106 400 .202254 ,08090 3.15
U 4b 0,061 451 .103659 .04675 3.98
0,116 451 .201094 .09069 3.98
Ü 4c 0,064 458 ,104354 .04779 4.07
0.119 459 ,201037 ,09228 4.07
0,065 459 .103355 .04744 4,07
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Sample T o V cu V cn
nearest C «V mv mv
C 5a 23 ,06769 .06248 .00692
23 .13603 ,12557 ,01424
23 ,06849 ,06321 ,00695
23 ,13649 .12597 ,01382
C 5b 23 .07897 .07291 .00846
23 .16015 .14807 .01672
23 ,07855 ,07257 .00832
24 .16052 .14836 ,01677
C 6a 21 ,07376 .06775 .00670
22 .14775 ,13593 ,01298
22 ,07317 .06736 ,00681
C 6b 22 ,07799 ,07252 ,00688
22 .15694 .14611 .01385
C 7a 24 .07974 .07487 .00709
C 7b 21 ,07328 .06850 .00633
21 .15019 .14053 .01299
C 9a 23 .07189 .06777 .00700
23 ,14326 .13446 .01365
Ü 3a 23 .06294 .05853 .00592
23 .11734 ,10904 .01094
U 3b 23 ,05062 .04680 .00414
23 ,10042 ,09275 .00802
23 ,04963 ,04584 .00404
Ü 3c 23 ,04307 .04129 ,00286
24 ,08647 .08244 .00544
U 4b 23 ,04972 .04792 ,00317
23 ,09630 ,09214 ,00560
U 4c 22 ,05039 .04839 ,00275
22 ,09697 ,09242 .00455
22 .04998 ,04796 .00270
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APPENDIX F
Complete Tabulated Resalts
Sample OC k Z_
V/°C watts/cm°C xlO -0-cm xlO-JoK
Alloy 5a 99.2 .0341 3.77 0.772
94.4 .0304 3.77 0.777
Alloy 5b 102.1 .0396 3.08 0.865
103.5 ,0402 3.08 0.865
Alloy 5c 105.7 .0381 3.55 0,803
105.9 .0381 3.55 0,829
Alloy 5d 105.1 ,0415 3.16 0,842
105.0 ,0413 3.16 0,845
Alloy 5e 88.0 ,0492 1.74 0,905
87.6 ,0489 1.74 0,907
Alloy 5f 86.7 ,0438 1,92 0,883
87.0 .0431 1.92 0,915
Alloy 5g 87.2 ,0402 2,10 0,901
87.6 ,0403 2.10 0,906
Alloy 5h 88.7 ,0408 2,15 0.896
88,5 .0407 2,15 0,895
Alloy 2a 98.6 .0365 3.83 0,695
97.7 .0355 3,83 0,703
Alloy 2b 98.0 .0368 3.91 0,668
97.5 .0370 3.91 0,658
Alloy 2e 87.9 .0373 2,69 0,778
86,5 ,0366 2.69 0,760
Alloy 2f 89,4 .0352 2.88 0,789
86,4 .0339 2,88 0.764
P 5a 73.2 .0776 2.05 0.337
72,7 .0772 2.05 0.334
P 5b 77.4 .0636 2,69 0.350
76.2 ,0627 2,69 0,344
P 5c 85.1 ,0831 2,43 0,359
82.5 .0799 2,43 0,351
P 5d 76,7 .0665 2,55 0,347
75.9 ,0662 2,55 0,341
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Sample (X 4 0 a z.
4kV/°C watts/cm C xlO -A. cm xio-3o]
P 6a 74.1 .0667 2,11 0,390
71.9 ,0645 0.380
P 6b 75.4 .0701 2,03 0.399
75.1 ,0711 2.03 0.391
P 6c 71.9 .0573 2.37 0,380
67.5 ,0514 0,374
P 6d 74.2 .0684 2,03 0.397
83.1 ,0856 0.398
P 7a 71.3 .0746 1,88 0.363
68.3 .0713 1.88 0.349
P 7b 60.9 .0438 2,37 0.357
59.8 .0477 2,37 0.316
P 7c 65.9 .0594 1.91 0.383
64.8 ,0606 1,91 0.363
P 7d 68.6 .0728 1.74 0.371
65.9 .0695 1.74 0.358
P 8a 58.1 .0650 1.52 0.343
57.3 .0633 1,52 0.342
P 8b 59.7 ,0696 1.38 0,371
59.6 .0686 1.38 0.375
P 8c 57*3 ,0650 1.48 0.342
57.1 .0646 1.48 0,342
P 8d 54,9 .0562 1,49 0,367
60.0 .0708 1.49 0,342
C 5a 53.5 .0588 1,24 0,386
55.4 .0622 1.24 0,384
54.6 .0617 1.24 0,383
54.1 .0606 1.24 0,383
C 5b 57.1 ,0645 1.18 0,428
56.8 ,0680 1.18 0,402
57.3 ,0682 1,18 0,408
55,7 «0663 1.18 0,397
K"
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Sample <X
^V/°C
k
watts/cta®C xlO”^^cm xiO”3oK“l
C 6a 47.7 ,0588 1.12 0,346
46,2 .0570 1.12 0,334
48.7 .0597 1.12 0.354
C 6b 52.8 ,0792 1.06 0,332
53.2 .0804 1.06 0,333
C 7a 59.5 ,0865 1.23 0.333
C 7b 55.8 ,0844 1.13 0.326
54.3 .0825 1.13 0.317
C 9a 59.6 ,0850 1.13 0,320
58.6 .0839 1,13 0.362
Ü 3a 54.3 .0557 1.48 0.357
54.5 .0565 1.48 0,361
Ü 3b 43.7 ,0484 1.28 0.308
43.0 ,0471 1.28 0,306
43.9 .0491 1.28 0.307
Ü 3c 54.5 .0975 1.25 0.245
51.5 .0920 1.25 0.231
Ü 4b 52.0 .1042 1,11 0.234
48,2 .0985 1.11 0,213
Ü 4c 44.1 ,0861 1.11 0.204
38.1 .0770 1,11 0.170
41.3 .0786 1.11 0.195
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